Introduction and Motivation
Since their first introduction in [3, 9, 4] , Active Appearance Models (AAMs) and related concepts of deformable models (e.g., [10] ) have become a vital part of the computer vision community. In general, AAMs are statistical generative models that describe deformable objects in images using a shape component and a shape-free texture component. Given a set of training images with annotated landmark positions, an AAM can easily be constructed, where, at its heart, principal component analysis (PCA) is used to parameterize shape and texture. A trained model can be fitted to new images efficiently and accurately, revealing landmark positions, model instance parameters, et cetera. AAMs have successfully been applied to a wide variety of scenarios, for instance medical imaging (e.g., [15] ). However, by far the most prominent application area of AAMs is face modeling and analysis, where it is used for tracking (e.g., [34] ), face recognition (e.g., [9] ), emotion classification (e.g., [19, 21] ), and many other tasks.
One of the main disadvantages, as for instance stated in [12, 5, 25, 27, 20, 30] , is their weak generalization ability when learned with only a few training examples that do not cover the complete range of possible variations in the data. For the face scenario, this includes cases of unseen pose, expression, illumination, or identity, and thus has a major impact on practical applications. As a result, numerous extensions of standard AAMs have been proposed to improve the fitting quality under such conditions. The majority of such AAM extensions can loosely be categorized based on how they tackle the problem, with the most common strategies being: (1) improvement of the actual fitting procedure by changing the factors involved in the optimization (e.g., [22, 12, 13, 5] ); and (2) usage of more robust feature representations, e.g. to obtain invariance with respect to illumination [23] , occlusions [30] , or non-linear shape deformations [14] .
It is important to note that in either of the two cases, the improved generalization ability is gained by improving the way the model's existing knowledge is used, and no knowledge about unseen cases and variations is added to the model itself. In this paper, we present an entirely contrary approach towards an improved AAM generalization ability: we explicitly increase the expressiveness of an AAM by adding new knowledge obtained from related but different training data. Considering the example of illumination changes in face images, this means that existing approaches aim to use illumination-invariant features of robust fitting metrics, while our approach is to add knowledge about unseen illumination conditions to an existing AAM. In machine learning, and specifically in classification, regression, and clustering tasks, such a strategy can be established by transfer learning [24] , an area which has gained a lot of attention in recent years. For AAMs, however, the advances in this field have been largely ignored so far.
Similar to existing transfer learning scenarios, we assume that we have a specific target AAM with low expressiveness and thus weak generalization ability (e.g. only one illumination condition, no facial expressions, etc.), and a generic source AAM with high expressiveness. As described in [12] , the high expressiveness of the source model leads to a reduced fitting robustness. By transferring knowledge from associated source data to the target AAM, we wish to keep the advantages of both models and improve the fitting performance on target-specific data. Of course, we could simply train a new model on the union of source and target AAM training samples (to which we refer to as "source ∪ target" in the following referring to one of the main baselines for transfer learning [6] ). However, this would completely ignore the difference between the underlying source and target distributions. On the contrary, our approach is based on a probabilistic formulation of the AAM transfer problem, which allows us to define and derive a direct solution incorporating the difference in the data distributions. As will be shown in the experiments, this approach is generally more favorable than the trivial solution "source ∪ target." In Fig. 1 , the key intention of our approach is visualized for the example of face AAMs.
After discussing related work in the following section, we briefly present relevant parts of AAMs in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we introduce our probabilistic approach for AAM transfer, and additionally describe two heuristic baseline AAM transfer methods. Experiments and evaluations of the respective approaches are given in Sect. 5. Sect. 6 concludes this paper and points out possible future work.
Related Work
There is a huge body of literature on transfer learning techniques and we limit the following literature review only to specific papers either related to our instance transfer technique or used in the context of Active Appearance Models.
Very broadly speaking, transfer learning is all about exploiting data coming from different distributions during learning. In our case, training data from two distributions is given: source and target examples. Following the survey of Pan and Yang [24] , transfer learning methods can be categorized into instance transfer, feature transfer, parameter transfer, and relational transfer. As will be shown in Sect. 4, the instance transfer approach is of particular relevance for our AAM scenario. In [16] and [17] , for example, a technique is studied based on a probabilistic problem formulation and importance sampling for correcting sample selection bias. The authors of [11] show how to construct easier tasks by finding source examples similar to target examples and adding them to the target training set. After that a feature transfer technique is utilized to learn a kernel for the target task. In contrast, we propose a generalization of the instance weighting technique of [16] , where we allow each source example to adaptively influence the transfer depending on their distance to the target example. This avoids hard decisions on the similarity as done in [11] .
All of the previous methods have been studied only for the case of classification and regression. In our case, we are confronted with a structured prediction problem, because the landmark positions we would like to estimate have a complex dependency structure that needs to be tackled. Transfer learning for structured prediction problems has not been studied before [8] to the best of our knowledge with [31] being a rare exception that solely focuses on applications in computational biology [32] . However, several previous methods can be extended to structured learning, with the approach proposed in this paper being one example how to accomplish this.
For transfer learning from an AAM-specific point of view, a related application is the transfer of expressions between two face model instances. In [28] , this problem is solved by finding a linear transformation between source and model parameter space. For models which do not share similar variation components, this may lead to under-articulated expressions in the target space. This problem is tackled in [7] by including a full variation transfer from source to target into the solution.
Approaches which increase the expressiveness of an AAM are very rare. One example is the Online Appearance Model [27] , where the texture component is constantly being updated via incremental PCA during model fitting to account for illumination changes. Similarly, Adaptive AAMs [20] feature a generic and a subject-specific texture component, where the latter is again being updated during fitting. However, both methods add knowledge to the model only at fitting time, while we wish to increase the expressiveness of the model in a more general manner and before fitting. Additionally, both approaches update only the texture com-ponent, which, for instance, excludes the possibility to add new facial expressions to existing AAMs.
Another line of research are sparse methods for singlesample face recognition [35] .
Active Appearance Models
This section gives a brief overview of Active Appearance Models [3, 9, 4, 22] and focuses on the learning process and its assumptions. An AAM is trained from a set { (I n , s n ) | n ∈ {1, . . . , N}} of N annotated samples, each consisting of an image I n and L corresponding landmark coordinates
. As first step, a shape model is built by applying PCA on the matrix S = (s 1 , . . . , s N ) ∈ R 2L×N of the sample landmarks. The resulting shape model is fully characterized by the mean
of K ≤ rank(S) orthonormal shape basis vectors, and the vector λ ∈ R K of corresponding eigenvalues. An arbitrary shape sample s * can then be represented bŷ
being the shape parameters of s * . The second step of AAM training consists of building a shape-free texture model. Here, each training image I n is warped from its given shape configuration s n to the mean shape μ and vectorized to form the texture vector t n ∈ R M . Afterwards, PCA is applied on the matrix T = (t 1 , . . . , t N ) ∈ R M ×N of sample textures. As for the shape model, the resulting texture model is fully characterized by the mean texture ν, the orthonormal texture basis vectors Ψ and the corresponding eigenvalues κ. An arbitrary texture sample t * is represented bŷ
being the texture parameters of t * . An optional third step is to combine shape and texture models using another PCA [4] . As will be shown in Sect. 4, however, we base our model transfer on independent AAMs, where shape and texture components are not combined [22] .
To fit an existing AAM to a given input image I * , model parameters p s * and q t * need to be found that minimize the error between the corresponding model instance and I * . For independent AAMs, the inverse compositional/project-out algorithm [22] is an efficient gradient descent based approach and is used in this work. The necessary pre-computations for this method are based on μ, Φ, λ, ν, and Ψ only and thus can be run as a last step of AAM training.
Model Transfer for AAMs
As shown in [12] , the performance of AAMs heavily depends on the variations included in the training set. In general, performing PCA with only a few given examples, leads to severe overfitting especially with high-dimensional data, such as images. Therefore, we demonstrate in the following how to exploit training data from another but related distribution. In particular, we describe possible approaches to knowledge transfer from a given source AAM
We denote the version of the target AAM A T after the knowledge transfer by
. We begin by describing two straightforward heuristic approaches in Sect. 4.1, which-together with the trivial solutions source only, target only, and source ∪ target [6] -will serve as a baseline for our instance transfer approach presented in Sect. 4.2.
Heuristic Transfer
Full Source Variation. As discussed in [7] , a straightforward attempt to transfer a source AAM A S into the target domain is to use target AAM mean components (μ T , ν T ) and source AAM variation components (Φ S , λ S , Ψ S , κ S ) for the transferred model A * . Because source texture vectors use a different reference shape (namely μ S ) than the target texture vectors (μ T ), we need to transform the former into the reference shape of the latter. We denote this operation by W μ S →μ T (Ψ S ), and it can be easily performed similar to the image warping during the AAM training step (see [22] for details). As a result, we have
While this transfer approach requires almost no computational effort, it implicitly assumes that the data distributions of the source and target domain differ only in their expected values. For the example of faces, this simple approximation usually leads to visual artifacts in the transferred model [7] . Subspace Transfer. Inspired by [1] and [28] , a second AAM transfer method is to unite the subspaces spanned by the source and target basis vectors. For the case of the shape model, target and source subspaces V T , V S ⊆ R 2L are given by V T = span(Φ T ) and V S = span(Φ S ). To obtain a new set of orthonormal shape basis vectors Φ * which spans the subspace V * with V T , V S ∈ V * , we simply have to find
then contains the full variation of the target model plus the part of the source model variation which can not be represented by the target model. The eigenvalues λ * of the new model are simply the concatenated target and source eigenvalues scaled by the length of the orthogonalized basis vectors. All operations for the texture model are identical to the shape case, but again the reference shape of the source texture vectors has to be transformed beforehand via
The main disadvantage of this method is that it is solely based on the already estimated covariance matrix of the source model. It therefore neglects cases, when only a subset of the source examples are related to the target domain. For example in our face model application, it is important to transfer information and learned variations only from similar individuals, as will be shown in Sect. 5.
An Instance Transfer Approach
In the following, we present a new instance transfer approach for AAMs. Instead of a heuristic model, our method is based on a probabilistic formulation of the transfer problem and a generalization of importance sampling, which allows us to incorporate information from both source and target samples directly. Due to the similarity between an AAM's shape and texture component (cf. Eq. 1 and Eq. 2), we only present the derivation in detail for the shape component. For the texture component, only differences to the shape case are discussed. Shape Component. Given N S training shape samples s 1,S , . . . , s N S ,S from the source domain S and N T training samples s 1,T , . . . , s 1,N T from the target domain T , our goal is to estimate the mean shape μ * , the matrix Φ * of K orthonormal shape basis vectors, and their corresponding variances λ * . As shown for the example of face images in [28] , the estimation of the target mean shape μ T is a noncritical operation, and gives reasonable results even for small sample sizes N T . We therefore use the target mean μ T as estimation for μ * , and our main focus is to find Φ * and, by association, λ * . For standard AAMs-i.e. when only training data from one domain is available-PCA is employed for this task, as it minimizes the reconstruction error of the input samples. To derive our transfer method, we take a step back and study the case of an infinite number of training samples, which allows to minimize the expected reconstruction error instead taking the whole input distribution into account. Finding the orthonormal basis Φ * ∈ R 2L×K with the smallest expected reconstruction error in the target domain can be formalized as follows:
with
Here, s is an arbitrary mean centered sample from either the source or the target domain, and p T is the probability distribution of shapes in the target domain. To relate this formulation to the source domain, we use a transformation of the integral in Eq. 6 known from importance sampling (e.g., [16] ) and generalize it to incorporate a weight factor 0 ≤ α ≤ 1:
This trick allows us to express the reconstruction error in the target domain in terms of the target and the source data distribution. The parameter α can be used to trade-off the individual estimates. We are now able to go back to the case of a finite number of given examples by replacing the expected values in above equation by their respective empirical counterparts. We use the target samples for the target domain estimation and the source samples for the source domain estimation, and finally have
The weights w n S have an important role, because they control the individual influence of each source example on the estimation and thus on the transfer. If S T and S S denote the data matrices of mean centered target and source samples, it can be easily shown that the solution of Eq. 8 is given by applying PCA to the new data matrix
S with the corresponding weight matrices
where 1 denotes the identity matrix. The PCA of S * corresponds to the eigendecomposition V ΛV −1 of the weighted combination of the weighted target and source covariance matrices, i.e.
The resulting shape basis vectors and eigenvalues are Φ * = V and λ * = diag(Λ). For the special case of w 1 = . . . = w N S = 1, this result is identical to smart PCA [33] , a method derived using the probabilistic PCA framework [29] . Consequently, as for smart PCA, α ∈ [0, 1] can be interpreted as regularization parameter which governs how much we trust the target and source samples. For α = 1, the resulting AAM is identical to the target AAM. Additionally, it can easily be verified that the "full source variation" transfer heuristic presented in Sect. 4.1 is also just a special case of our approach for α = 0 and w 1 = . . . = w N S = 1. Both methods are unable to perform an instance-based transfer and are thus heavily restricted. Texture Component. Aside from the aforementioned need to transform source texture vectors into the reference shape of the target textures via W μ S →μ T (cf. Sect. 4.1), theoretically all steps are identical to the shape equivalents. Practically, however, the dimension M of the texture space is usually much larger than the dimension 2L of the shape space or the sample size N . For the commonly used IMM face dataset [26] , for example, we have M ≈ 30,000, 2L = 116, and N = 240. p S (sn S ) for n S ∈ {1, . . . , N S } is a crucial step of instance transfer approaches (see [24] for examples). Below we first derive a straightforward, theoretically oriented approximation for the case of AAMs. Afterwards, we present a more heuristic approach which addresses drawbacks of the former. Again, we will only handle the shape component explicitly, as the texture component can be treated in the very same manner.
As described in Sect. 3, for AAMs an arbitrary shape sample s can be represented by its shape parameters p s = Φ (s − μ). We can model the shape space density p(s) using the parameter space density p(p s ). From the definition of PCA it follows that p s is mean free with covariance diag(λ), and with a normal assumption we have p s ∼ N 0, diag(λ) . This model relates to a degenerate normal distribution with low-rank covariance matrix for s and is helpful to tackle high dimensional data. Taking all the model assumptions into account, one way to approximate the source sample weights for AAM transfer is therefore
In practice, however, such a direct approach can have several drawbacks [16] . First of all, the normal assumption does not hold for typical scenarios such as face images. Secondly, it might very well be the case that only few target samples are given-even just one target sample is possible. In this case, the estimation of the target density p T (s n S ) is an ill-posed problem and is likely to distort the resulting sample weight w n S .
Following the argumentation of [16] , we thus propose a heuristic alternative to Eq. 10. We interpret w 1 , . . . , w N S as general weights to select favored and unfavored source samples for the transfer. For AAMs, our notion of a useful source sample is twofold: On the one hand we want to reward innovation, i.e. source samples which carry information that is not covered in the target model. On the other hand, we want to prevent negative transfer from source samples which, in the eyes of the target model, are very dissimilar from what was previously seen. Both innovation and target space dissimilarity can easily be computed in the case of AAMs: To quantify innovation, we compute the reconstruction error of the source sample using the target model. The larger the error, the more information is present which can not be represented by the model. For the dissimilarity, we use the difference between the projection Φ T Φ T (s n S − μ T ) + μ T of s n S into the target model space and the mean shape μ T of the target model. For the final weight, both factors are combined by dividing the innovation term with the target space dissimilarity estimate.
The practical quality of the different weighting schemes is analyzed in detail in the experimental section. Applicability and Limitations. Our approach assumes that shape and texture component of an AAM can be treated separately, which limits its application to independent AAMs as in [22] . However, as the fitting method presented in [22] and its countless derivations (e.g., [30] ) is probably the most popular variant used for AAMs in the last decade, this is not an overly restricting factor. Considering the necessary amount of samples in the target and source domain, our approach is very flexible as will be shown in the experimental section.
Experiments and Results
Because the vast majority of AAM applications is related to face analysis, we base the evaluation of the presented transfer approaches on two popular face benchmark datasets, namely IMM [26] and CK+ [18, 21] . Both datasets feature a multitude of different individuals, each performing a set of standardized head movements and expressions. Ground-truth landmark positions are given for typical facial landmarks covering the eyes, mouth, jaw, etc., but are not compatible between the datasets. Details and example images of the utilized datasets are given in Table 1 .
To assess the transfer ability in this facial expression context, we constructed a test scenario where we have (i) a single-person target AAM with very limited expressiveness, and (ii) a generic multi-person source model covering all typical facial actions. Specifically, we assume the target model to be trained on a very small number of samples, all of which showing a neutral facial expression and frontal head pose. As a result, the target AAM models are not able to detect other face expressions, such as smiling. The source model, on the contrary, is able to handle all common expressions, poses, and illumination conditions, while representing no specific identity. We ensured that no image of the target person was included in the corresponding source model. After the transfer, we evaluate the Euclidean landmark errors with respect to the ground truth positions ("geometric error") for all available images of the target person. Due to the reason that for the CK+ dataset, every second annotated image shows a neutral expression, all neutral images were excluded from the evaluation to prevent a bias. In the ideal transfer case, we expect to see a resulting AAM to be good at representing both the identity as well as expressions, poses, and illumination conditions of the target person, and thus should perform better than the generic source model [12] .
Proof-of-Concept For a proof of concept, we tested all presented transfer approaches (cf. Sect. 4) against the commonly used baseline methods "source only", "target only", and "source ∪ target" [6] . Additionally, we included results of the special case of constant source sample weights of our instance transfer approach, which is identical to "smart PCA" ( [33] , cf. Sect. 4). Results of the qualitative evaluation for the IMM and the CK+ dataset are shown in Table 2 . First of all, it can be stated that the baseline methods perform worst for both datasets highlighting the importance of transfer learning techniques. The best result is obtained by our instance transfer approach with weights calculated as proposed in Sect. 4.2, which reduces the median geometric error of the source ∪ target model by 40% for IMM and 20% for the CK+ dataset. The performance of the two heuristic transfer methods "full source variation" [7] and "subspace transfer" (inspired by [1, 28] ) lies between the baseline methods and our approach. While the former performs better on the IMM dataset, the latter yields a smaller median error on the CK+ dataset.
Though only trained on few neutral target samples, the "target only" model performs best for all baseline methods. This effect can be explained by the fact that even for unseen expressions, poses, etc., a certain amount of landmarks can still be explained well by the neutral model (e.g. the nose landmarks for the "smiling" expression).
As a conclusion, we can state that it is favorable to perform any type of AAM transfer instead of using the baseline methods. Secondly, there is a significant difference between previously published heuristic transfer methods and our proposed instance transfer approach (p < 0.001 checked with a paired U-test). Exemplary qualitative results for the performance of the described AAM transfer approaches are shown in Fig. 2 .
Source Sample Weighting Schemes The estimation of the source sample weights w n S plays a central role for our instance transfer approach. We presented three different weighting schemes: a probabilistically motivated estimation, a heuristic approach, and the special case of constant weights which degenerates to the smart PCA method [33] . Similarly to the evaluation in the previous section, we tested the performance of these three weighting schemes on the IMM dataset. Surprisingly, the probabilistic estimation yields by far the worst results, with a median geometric error of 3.72 pixels. This performance is comparable to the two heuristic transfer approaches (cf. Table 2), and indicates that the density model for the source and target distribution was not properly estimated (cf. Eq. 10). For the constant weighting scheme, we obtained a median error of 2.97 pixels, which is very close to the one of heuristic weighting with 2.93 pixels (cf. Table 2 ). We therefore conclude that the heuristic, we introduced for the source sample weight estimation, is reasonable.
Shape and Texture Components While the general importance of an AAM's shape and texture component is discussed in [12] , here we are particularly interested in finding the contribution of each of these components to the model transfer quality. As baseline, we use our instance transfer approach with heuristic weights, which gives the best results for all tested methods (cf. Table 2 ). For the IMM dataset, the baseline method has a median geometric error of 2.93 2) on our instance transfer approach. For α = 0 our method degenerates to the full source variation heuristic [7] . For α = 1, the resulting model is identical to the target AAM. Aside from the two extreme cases, this evaluation shows that the model transfer performance is not sensitive to the actual choice of the regularization factor.
pixels. When transferring only the shape component of the AAM with the identical experimental setup, we get a median error of 3.39 pixels. For the opposite case of a texture-only transfer, the corresponding median error is 3.81 pixels. As to be expected, both single component transfers perform substantially worse than the joint transfer of both components. Their performance is comparable to the proposed heuristic transfer approaches (cf. Table 2), which implies that even the transfer of only one model component is superior to methods that do not transfer any knowledge at all. Interestingly, the error for shape-only transfer is comparable to the texture-only transfer, with a small advantage for the former. This means that the shape component is slightly more important for the generalization ability of AAMs and confirms similar findings of [12] .
Regularization Parameter α For the derivation of our instance transfer approach, we introduced a regularization parameter α ∈ [0, 1] which governs how much we trust the data from the target and source domain (Sect. 4.2). For α = 0, no target variation knowledge is used for the transfer, and (for additionally constant source sample weights, cf. Sect. 4.2), our method degenerates to the full source variation heuristic [7] . The other extreme, α = 1, results in a model which is identical to the target AAM. To learn how this parameter influences the transfer of AAMs, we evaluated identical scenarios for different values of α. Again, our instance transfer approach with heuristic source sample weights and α = 0.5 serves as the baseline model, as it gave the best results so far.
The resulting median errors are shown in Fig. 3 . For the extreme cases α = 0 and α = 1 the transfer quality quickly decays and reaches the performance of the "full source variation" method and the "target only" model. However, for α ∈ [0.2, 0.9], the resulting transfer quality remains almost unchanged. We therefore conclude that for the AAM transfer, the new variation components do not have to be excessively prominent (e.g. in terms of large eigenvalues).
Computational Aspects We used our own C++ implementation of AAMs with the inverse compositional/projectout fitting algorithm [22] . As times needed for the fitting pre-computations and actual model fitting are similar for all transfer approaches, we only state computation times needed for the model transfer. Naturally, transfer is fastest for the "full source variation" technique, as no major computations have to be performed. On average, a time of 59 ms was needed for the whole transfer process. Similarly, the "subspace transfer" only has to perform vector projections and matrix concatenations, and needed 92 ms on average. The presented instance transfer method took about 8.8 s per transfer, mainly because weighted covariance matrices have to be estimated for source and target samples.
Further Analyses For further analyses of our approach, please refer to the supplementary material provided at http://www.inf-cv.uni-jena.de/aam-transfer.
Conclusions
We presented a transfer learning approach for Active Appearance Models, which generalizes as well as outperforms previous transfer learning methods and is additionally easy to implement and integrate into existing AAMs. Our method is based on integrating training data from an additional source training dataset by estimating example-specific weights that influence the degree of transfer and selects similar but still informative examples. We evaluated our method on two important face datasets and studied several aspects of it and the resulting impact on facial landmark detection accuracy.
In future work, we plan to extend our approach towards new challenging application areas for deformable part models, such as object detection [10] . Furthermore, an important goal will be to integrate unlabeled data for a more accurate instance weight estimation.
